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This overview is based on a geopolitical and
global market analysis, as well as my own
observations of the where the real estate market
has been and where it’s headed for the rest of
2017, based on over 30 years of experience as a
New York City residential real estate broker.

FIRST QUARTER 2017
After the Presidential Election in November
2016, the Dow and other economic indicators
improved markedly. Those watching their
investments in the stock market as well as other
stocks and bonds greatly benefitted from the
strong economy, although a significant number
maintained a cautious attitude, espousing their
concern that these strong market trends would
not last. It was presumed that the surge in the
Dow was triggered by the promise of lower
taxes and relief from regulations enacted by the
Obama administration; eliminating or reducing
regulations was seen as an important step to
increase profitability in many business sectors.
However, it became clear that there was no
apparent direction from the White House on the
economic policy front. As a result, the prospect
of sustained improvements for business and the
economy started to dim. This had a huge impact
on buyers’ confidence in the real estate market
and very few felt confident enough to buy a home
or make large investments, given the political and
economic uncertainty. As a result, there was a
slowdown in the volume of residential sales in
Manhattan.
Due to this slowdown, sellers began lowering
their asking prices, prompting some buyers

to take advantage of the market while many
others sat on the sidelines assuming a “wait
and see” attitude. New development properties
were particularly affected, which is newsworthy
because during the 2013-2015 market peak,
news reports sensationalized the numerous
ultra-high record prices in new development
sales. As of February 1st, the optimism of the 4th
quarter of 2016 faded and the lack of confidence
in the Manhattan residential
real estate market persisted
throughout the 2nd and into the
3rd quarter.

FALL 2017

uptick in volume in sales due to sellers having
lowered their prices and buyers having the
ability to negotiate even further off the asking
price. There was, however, one bright side
in the market: sales of ultra-luxury, high-end
new development condos increased from the
previous year.

SECOND QUARTER 2017
Even as the economy continued
chugging along in the 2nd
quarter, buyers were still
concerned because of the
continued uncertainty; many
were waiting for some clarity
and movement on economic Custom designed 9-room with spectacular river views at 137 Riverside Drive, 6BC
policy. They were anxious that
the high stock market could not be sustained and While the volume of sales of properties over
that Manhattan real estate prices were heading $4 million increased in the 2nd quarter, most
on a downward trend. Americans became beset $4 million or higher sales were downtown
by the ongoing news cycle churning out stories condominium apartments. Uptown and midtown
of the unsettling chaotic conditions at the White sales continued to suffer low sales volume.
House and the potential adverse consequences
The 2nd quarter uptick in sales volume was
on their future financial well-being.
unfortunately short-lived, lasting only through
Many who felt the stock market was too strong mid-May. The pace of sales had slowed down
became concerned that there may be a major and by June, it appeared that the majority of the
correction in the offing. As a result, the Manhattan buyers decided to take a ‘summer vacation’ from
real estate market was not as strong as it buying a home.
usually is in March. Moreover, prices in general
continued to slowly and noticeably decline – Whereas the second quarter is traditionally the
especially for less than stellar properties and strongest period of the year in terms of sales
volume and overall dollar amount, 2017 was
ambitiously overpriced homes.
lackluster in comparison to previous years.
The number of days that that properties stayed
on the market increased. Each market segment THIRD QUARTER 2017
was affected differently; some examples of the
most harshly hit market segments included the Summer is always a slower time for the real
Gold Coast properties on the Upper East Side, estate market, and the number of properties that
townhouses throughout Manhattan, resales of sold for above $4 million in July and August was
properties over $4 million, and properties in almost half of the number sold in the 2nd quarter.
some of the less popular new developments. However, what remained consistent was that
Yet by mid-March and into April, there was an the vast majority of these sales were downtown
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market review
condos while sales of well-priced properties
remained moderate. The lower end of the market
– $2 million or less – maintained a stronger sales
volume.
To the surprise of some on Wall Street and many
naysayers in the general public, the U.S. economy
continued to improve with good earnings and
sustained economic growth, while the stock
market continued registering gains. Due to the
consistent strength of the economy since the 4th
quarter 2016, some buyers began to feel a bit
more confident, and starting to buy as a result.

WHAT’S AHEAD?
If the economy continues to maintain strength
without a major derailment, year-end bonuses on
Wall Street will be stronger, which could fuel the
4th quarter real estate market leading into 2018.

The best course of action for those following
Manhattan real estate sales and prices would be
to stay informed on current events and the stock
market, keep an eye on their earnings, and refer
to trusted news sources for the latest on what
could have an impact on the market, for better
or worse.

• Elegant, newer renovations of well-priced

ADVICE FOR SELLERS AND BUYERS:

• If you are buying another property immediately

Sellers should remember that:

• Proper pricing is the key to selling a property

at its highest price. Asking prices need to be
based on the most recent sales that have
recently gone into contract; using closed
sales that occurred even 5-10 months ago
will not suffice, as the market has weakened
in the intervening time period.

2Q 2017 Market Snapshot

properties are still selling at a moderate pace.

• Any flaw, such as lack of view, lack of
renovation, or high maintenance, will impact
sale prices. Staging will help if a property
needs work or doesn’t show well.
after you sell, you will have the benefit of this
market on the purchase side.

Buyers should keep in mind:

• It is still a good time to buy! Prices are lower
than the past year.

• There have been complaints about a lack

of desirable properties on the market, and
when such properties come to market priced
appropriately, they are selling quickly. Be
ready to make an offer for such a property
which is highly coveted by taking action:
1. Get pre-approved by a bank for a
mortgage if you need one
2. Choose a real estate attorney so that
you can prove to a seller you are ready
3. If buying in a co-op or asking for
a mortgage contingency, have your
financial statement filled in and update it
with necessary changes. You will need
to have your financial statement ready
when making an offer.

• Become knowledgeable about the market,
especially with past and recent sales. Prices
are often much lower than in previous recent
years, and knowing that will give you a better
perspective.

• Remember that in many cases you are

making an offer on a reduced asking price
so carefully plan your strategic approach in
your negotiations to achieve your desired
end-game.

• Although many buyers are convinced that it is

prudent to buy only if the negotiated price is
lower than where the seller is willing to end
up, keep in mind that you may have to wait
for a longer period of time to find the right
property and during that time the market
could turn upward.

In my opinion, if you are looking for an apartment
or house in Manhattan, now is the time to buy!
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assessing value

A Million Dollar View
Assessing Value in NYC Real Estate
Purchasing residential real estate in Manhattan
can be overwhelming as the process is unique
and more complex than anywhere else in the
country. Having an experienced broker on your
side can make all the difference. If you are
having trouble understanding how to distinguish
comparable properties and how to assess an
apartment’s value, successfully negotiating or
even coming out on top in a bidding war will be
challenging. In New York City, there are certain
features that hold significant added value, which
you should keep in mind as you look for your new
home.

AMENITIES
As focus has shifted to buildings that have a wide
array of service and amenities, units in these
buildings command higher prices. Observing this
trend, older buildings have been adding gyms,
roof decks, concierge services and more.

RENOVATION QUALITY
Quality renovations that are recent and tasteful
boost the sales price in almost any apartment.
Sellers may even update kitchens and baths
to improve their sales potential. However, if a

with limited services could indicate a less stable
financial profile. If a higher than average monthly
charge translates into a trade or savings for you,
than you can take that value into consideration
when making your offer (eg. you may be able
to cancel your gym membership if you have
facilities in the building).

LARGE APARTMENTS
If the number of bedrooms are in line with the
square footage of a large apartment, it can be
a major attraction for many people. In this case,
the price per square foot of a large property will
be higher as the number of bedrooms increase.
Grand and gracious layouts also add value:
separation of formal entertaining and private
living, high ceilings, great flow, lots of natural light
and increased storage that helps to maximize the
living spaces.

PRESENTATION

LOCATION
You have heard the common phrase, “it’s
all about location, location, location!”
In New York City, there is not a more
accurate statement. Properties in prime
locations sell for higher prices. Top
locations include Fifth Avenue, Park
Avenue, Central Park West, the West
Village, and the Gold Coast of Tribeca,
and they are the areas that often garner
record prices. Less prime locations
include neighborhoods without proximity
to public transportation, residential
enclaves in largely commercial or
industrial areas, and homes overlooking
heavily trafficked areas or onto future
construction sites.

OWNERSHIP

It is common to hear that ‘a property
shows very well’ or ‘does not show well’.
This comment reflects the presentation
of the apartment and ultimately could
affect how you emotionally respond to it.
If an apartment is triple mint but painted
in all dark colors, is very cluttered with
heavy furniture or hides the best features
of the home, you may not react favorably
or may not even want to see it based on
the photos. When someone knows how
to present a property, highlight its nicest
qualities, and elevate its appeal with
attractive design, the value increases
as the natural attraction to the home
will increase. Because of some buyers’
lack of vision, looking past bad décor or décor
that simply does not meet your taste or style can
play a major factor in achieving a lower purchase
price. If you can see past this and envision
what is possible, you may find the frog that can
become a prince!

Because most buyers now consider condominiums more desirable due to ease of purchase
and re-sale, as well as for the ability to rent with
few restrictions, condos often trade at higher
prices than co-ops by as little as 10% to 25%,
and as high as 50%.

When looking for a property in New York City, buyers
usually need to weigh their priorities and determine
what they cannot do without and what they are
willing to sacrifice. However, certain spectacular
features are always a great investment.

225 Central Park West, Penthouse 1706

VIEWS
Homes with iconic Manhattan views such as the
city skyline, Central Park, or the Hudson River are
highly desirable assets and are second only to
location when it comes to price. A spectacular
view can command a significant premium. The
level of view also plays a role in assessing value:
How high is the floor? Are the views open? Are
the views protected? Are there open views from
every room? Alternately, a beautiful apartment
with little to no view will not only not sell for as
high a price, but could take much longer to sell.

BUILDING
An apartment in a building that enjoys a
wonderful reputation, offers full-time services
and has great financials will almost always sell
for a higher price than a comparable property in
an average building.

renovation is too specific and only valuable to
the current homeowner, keep in mind the asking
price may be inflated based on the perceived
value of the seller.

MONTHLY COSTS
When monthly maintenance, common charges
or real estate taxes are significantly higher than
average, value is affected. The asking price must
reflect the high carrying costs of the apartment.
A high range would be $3-4 per square foot
and a low range would be $1 per square foot. A
higher than average monthly charge in a building

the new york city real estate

BUYER’S guide
The Complete Guide to Buying Real Estate in New York City

by DEANNA KORy

Deanna Kory just released
her NYC Real Estate Buyers
Guide, a comprehensive
resource containing valuable
information on every aspect
of the purchasing process in
New York. If you would like a
complimentary copy, contact
us: DEK@corcoran.com or
www.deannakory.com.
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landscaping and staging

Landscaping and Staging

and healthy for the duration of the listing and add
value to the property.

INCREASING THE VALUE OF YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE

Older or Overgrown Gardens
In the case of an old overgrown garden, the first
thing to evaluate is the cost to remove elements
(dead trees, broken custom planters, uneven
paving etc.) versus what can be fixed and made
presentable.

In a city that demands perfection for properties
and greatly values private outdoor space,
staging your terrace, garden or roof deck can
highly influence the overall perceived value of
your property. When a prospective buyer views
a beautifully staged outdoor space, they should
immediately envision that space as a part of
their daily life and see a clean, well maintained
extension of their home’s interior. When it
comes to private outdoor space,
there are two types of listings;
properties that have it and
properties that buyers purchase
because of it. When people are
buying properties because of the
outdoor space, it is usually due
to the sheer size or relationship
to the interior living areas.
The benefit of staging outdoor
spaces is that it will garner a
higher return on investment for
the seller.

clunky sectionals or giant dining tables. The scale
of the furniture is important to consider and avoid
over cluttering. With a few select pieces, buyers
will get an idea for how they can use the outdoor
space.
If possible, painting surfaces can help
simplify visual distractions. For example, if
you have a wall that has an unsightly electrical

Staging a garden is not the
same as staging an interior
space. Plants generally cannot
be rented, nor can materials Greenwich Village outdoor landscaping project
such as planter boxes or soil; staging a garden conduit or is cluttered with cables running across
means using readily available and cost-effective it, try painting the wall and conduit the same
materials that provide the most visual impact. color to minimize the visual distraction. Another
New construction or pied-à-terre properties cost-effective idea is using a concrete stain to
where the outdoor space is completely empty, tint concrete pavers. This can be used in lieu of
serve as a blank slate and are ready to be an area rug to help define a furniture setting or to
personalized. In contrast, other listings may have create visual interest in a large space.
old gardens with overgrown mature trees and
planters that are literally bursting at the seams. Plants and planters should be thoughtfully
Here are a few tips for how to approach these placed throughout the space. Use evergreens
two different kinds of spaces.
like Arborvitae or Junipers to help conceal an
ugly view and create a sense of privacy. I always
Vacant Outdoor Spaces
prefer less planters at a larger size to hold more
The first thing a landscape professional will do is significant plant materials rather than using tiny
evaluate the relationship of the home’s exterior to pots scattered all over a garden. If the budget
the interior. Is the outdoor space visible directly allows for a few deciduous trees, they can add
from the interior of the property? What furniture more verticality to the outdoor space. When
is right inside and how should that relate to the you bring tall elements to a small garden, they
outdoor furniture? Are there any privacy concerns actually make the space feel larger.
for the terrace or for the windows of the unit that
can be addressed?
Ornamental grasses such as Miscanthus or
Panicum are inexpensive and work magic on
Select furniture that enhances the outdoor terraces that are exposed to windy areas. As
space. Work with the interior staging company sunlight filters through grasses, they create
to select simple, clean pieces that can be rented beautiful shadows and movement in outdoor
with the rest of the interior staging contract. I spaces. I always recommend investing in an
tend to prefer moderately sized pieces and avoid irrigation system to ensure plants stay happy
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It’s worth the time and effort to level stone patios
that have become uneven. Hire a professional
to shore up planters that are breaking down.
Adding some brackets and a fresh coat of paint
to older planters can make a big
difference in their appearance. It
is more expensive to break down
old planters with mature plant
materials and remove them from a
terrace than it is to buy new ones
to install. Whenever possible, try to
work with existing elements.
In dark backyard gardens, consider
hanging a mirror and adding low
voltage outdoor lighting or strands
of lights to breathe life into the
space. For terraces with less
attractive planters, add colorful
ceramic planters with seasonal
flowers to serve as a focal point.
Maximize each planter or planting
bed by filling them with greenery; flats of English
Ivy can add a refreshing green hue to bare spots
in a garden.
Finally, clean the existing elements in the garden.
Power washing and scrubbing can make a dingy
space feel fresh and presentable. A light sanding
on a wood deck or fence with a fresh coat of stain
or oil will make things feel new. If the budget
doesn’t allow for ripping things out and starting
fresh, cleaning everything will go a long way in
helping buyers see the potential of the outdoor
space.
Jeffrey Erb has been turning
New York City landscapes
into works of art for over 15
years. His creative vision,
entrepreneurial spirit, and
attention to detail have made
him one of the most sought-after landscape
designers in New York.
Jeffrey Erb
212-459-0049
info@jeffreyerb.com
www.jeffreyerb.com
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Finding the Right Real
Estate Broker for You
Selling your home can be stressful both emotionally and logistically,
but a strong real estate agent can make all the difference in your
experience. It can also make the difference in the sales price you can
achieve. You want to work with someone who not only has a great
track record, a stellar reputation and will be diligent on your behalf,
but someone who you can work well with personally. You must feel
comfortable that the person working on your behalf understands your
personal goals, timeline and expectations. Choosing the right people to
interview is the first step in the process.
Research: The first thing you can do is research online to see who
has sold in the building within the last five or six years. This is a great
starting point as you know the broker understands the building’s rules,
marketable features, financials and board process. You can also ask
recent sellers about their experience with that agent. Many websites
give you the option to search for previous sales; Streeteasy.com and
NYTimes.com are great places to start. Once you have those names,
you can check out their websites, bios, testimonials, recent sales and
their standing in their firms.
Secondly, look for top agents who have a proven track record in
selling similar size and price range apartments in your neighborhood.
And lastly, ask your friends and colleagues who have had positive
experiences for recommendations.
Interview: It is a good idea to interview at least two or three brokers
before making your decision. In the end, you want to have someone who
has the skill and track record to guide you through the entire process.
This includes preparing your home for sale, competitively pricing your
property, providing a strategic, comprehensive marketing approach,
skillfully negotiating on your behalf and effectively communicating
with you. And last, but certainly not least, it is important that you feel
comfortable and confident with whomever you choose.

Below are some suggested questions to ask potential agents.
ESTABLISHING VALUE
• How do you go about establishing the value of my apartment?
• What is your track record in terms of achieving the prices you recommend?
• What happens if you do not sell the property within a reasonable period?
MARKETING PLAN
• How do you approach marketing apartments? Can you send me a
proposed plan on how you will market my apartment specifically?
• What kind of marketing materials do you produce? Do you have
samples?
• How do you reach out to brokers both in your company and to the
outside brokerage community?
• What kind of open houses do you hold and how often will you host
them? How do you publicize the open houses?
• What kind of exposure will my property have online?
• What type of digital advertising or marketing will you do for my
property?
• If the property is a condominium, ask what kind of outreach your firm
has for maximizing exposure internationally.
MARKETING THEMES
• Please list the most important selling features you would use as themes
to market my property.
• Why are these themes important and how do they distinguish my
apartment from others?
STAGING
• Do you get involved in the staging process?
• What is your participation in time and money in staging?
• What kind of return can expect if I stage my apartment?
TIMING AND FEE
• When do you think is the best time to list my apartment, and why?
• What is your broker’s commission?
Another thing you want to discuss with prospective brokers is how they
approach negotiation, because at the end of the day, that is where great
brokers achieve higher sales prices, hold deals together and expedite the
process from an offer to contract signing. This is a very important asset and
is probably the best way to distinguish a good broker from a great broker.
After the interview process is over, see how each agent follows up with
you. They should come back in a timely manner with a recommendation on
pricing, a customized marketing proposal and a recommendation on timing.
You will have to go with your gut at the end of the day, but if you have asked
these questions, you will have a very good idea of what distinguishes them.

Coming Soon!
The Deanna Kory Team Seller’s Guide
If you would like one of the first copies when it is
released, please contact DEK@corcoran.com or
www.deannakory.com
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proper pricing

HOW OVERPRICING CAN ‘WOUND’ A PROPERTY
At the start of this year, it was common for sellers
to have high expectations on the value of their
apartments, and they were often tempted to price
their units too high. This can happen during an
active market with a lot of media hype surrounding
record sales or during periods of low inventory.
The value of an apartment is determined by
the market and many sellers do not realize that
there are significant risks to overpricing, even in
an active market. Establishing listing prices that
are only 5-10% higher than market value can
critically ‘wound’ an apartment for sale.
This is especially the case for un-renovated
apartments and units without modern amenities

property is overpriced. Buyers in our market tend
not to make low offers and most often will not bid
at all on something overpriced. The property then
runs the risk of sitting on the market for weeks.
To make matters worse, if a seller is convinced of
his apartment’s value and only offers a small price
reduction after some time on market, the cycle
of no or low offers will continue. This creates
the concern among buyers that “something is
wrong” with the property. The sad reality is that
most often, these concerns are not justified. In
fact, it is an opportunity for a buyer to negotiate
a sales price in line with the market without the
unpleasant bidding competition of a well-priced
apartment just coming on the market.

• If the steps above do not elicit offers, it may

be time to take more aggressive measures.
A strategy that has worked for sellers who
do not want to sit on the market any longer
is to systematically lower the price until
you receive offers. Do not wait too long
in between price reductions. This strategy
will only work well in a very active market.

For the many buyers who are having a hard time
with bidding wars and cannot purchase what
they want, my advice is to look for stale listings.
Don’t assume that just because a property
has been on the market for a long time there
is something wrong with it. Be analytical and
research whether there is truly
anything ‘wrong.’ If you find a
‘wounded’ apartment and want
to investigate why it hasn’t sold,
take the following steps:

• Ask the agent why the unit

has not sold. Don’t assume
he/she is trying to “sell” you.
Depending on the veracity of
the agent, you may or may
not learn something of value.
In these cases, a buyer may
be wise to use an experienced
agent to give them proper
advice.

• Research and compare it

and finishes. Apartments in non-prime locations
are even more affected as they do not have the
all-important “location factor” to fall back on.
Additionally, the manner in which an apartment
shows is critically important and can make
or break a good sale. Each dated apartment
competes with the pristine and up-to-date
finishes and amenities in newer condominiums.
That is when it is critically important to listen to
an experienced broker’s advice regarding staging
and pricing.

Below are strategies to prevent ‘wounding’ an
apartment or to reinvigorate the property if the
listing has become ‘stale.’

Even in an active market, overpricing can
initiate a cycle that has a damaging effect on
the market’s perception of the property. With so
much information now widely available, buyers
are significantly savvier than they were just a few
years ago and are more likely to recognize if a

• If offers do not materialize within the first
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• Price appropriately right from the start and

you may achieve a quick sale at or above
your asking price. Some owners who receive
multiple bids feel that they underpriced their
homes. While it is normal to feel this way,
bear in mind that in an active market, the
highest prices are often achieved this way.
few weeks, drop the price dramatically
right away. Do not make small incremental
decreases as this will only serve to undercut
the apartment further.

with other recent sales in the
building. If there are recent
sales, do they support the
price? Remember, the larger
the apartment, the higher the
price per square foot.

• Have your attorney review the financials to

identify any potential problems or risks with
the building.

If a buyer can step away from the emotional
perception that something is wrong with the
apartment and can carefully consider the larger
picture, it is possible that a reasonable deal can
be achieved.
If you are interested in discussing your
property’s value and/or timing in the current
market or if you want us to keep you updated
monthly on the current market via email,
please contact Deanna Kory:
212-937-7011 - DEK@corcoran.com
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on the market

Two of Deanna Kory Team’s Exclusives ON THE MARKET

1155 Park Avenue, 10SW
Asking $9.9M
Grand Corner 12-Room with Open City Views - 5 Beds, 4.5 Baths

555 West 59th Street, PHB
Asking $5.695M
Luxury Duplex Penthouse with Open Views & Terrace - 4 Beds, 3 Baths

Sampling of Deanna Kory’s Recently Closed Sales
Address			
309 West 102nd Street, Townhouse
110 Riverside Drive, 12B
180 Sixth Avenue, 8B*

Price
$7,425,000
$4,000,000
$5,500,000

235 West 71st Street, 7th Floor
16 East 84th Street, 3FL
240 West End Avenue, 10FL*

$9,000,000
$4,862,000
$6,550,000

215 West 78th Street, 6/7D
7 West 81st Street, 10B

$3,420,000
$5,850,000

Address			
50 Riverside Boulevard, 19B
221 West 77th Street, 6W*

Price
$6,800,000
$6,200,000

50 Riverside Boulevard, 19E
812 Park Avenue, 12/13E*
230 West 78th Street, 9B

$7,600,000
$6,775,000
$5,050,000

130 East 75th Street, 7D
863 Park Avenue, 5E		
50 Riverside Boulevard, 24A

$3,235,000
$3,280,000
$7,100,000

Address			
40 West 77th Street, 11F
215 West 88th Street, 6FG*
1155 Park Avenue, 11NW*

Price
$3,500,000
$7,195,000
$6,850,000

235 West 71st Street, 4th Floor
177 East 64th Street, Townhouse
1165 Park Avenue, 7C*

$8,700,000
$8,450,000
$4,490,000

1065 Park Avenue, 27AB
252 East 57th Street, 71B*

$5,100,000
$9,100,000

*represented the purchaser

Interested in what is happening today in NYC real estate?
Want to keep up with the latest trends, market information and get tips from the experts?
Follow The Deanna Kory Team on Facebook and Twitter.
Facebook.com/DeannaKoryTeam

Twitter.com/DeannaKory

www.DeannaKory.com
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Experience.

The Deanna Kory Team Advantage
When you choose the Deanna Kory Team, you are
working with a powerhouse of experience and a deep
network of resources who are highly skilled in every
aspect of buying and selling real estate in New York.
The team is not only consistently ranked among the
top teams in the city, they are regularly lauded by
colleagues as one of the teams they most respect
working with considering their enormous capacity for
hard work, and their sharp, intelligent approach to
deal making.

Led by Deanna Kory whose 32 years of experience and exceptional track record inspires
admiration throughout the industry, the powerful union of each member of this team
offers clients an enormous advantage in the marketplace.
 #1 in Sales in Manhattan
The Corcoran Group			

 Corcoran Group Top 5 Agents
2015

 East Side Sales Team of the Year
The Corcoran Group			

Ranks agents based on Listings Marketed 		
Top 25 Agents in Company Wide 		

The Deanna Kory Team has a unique advantage in the industry as
we have an independent marketing team who focuses exclusively
on promoting our client’s listings and ensuring they receive optimal
exposure. They create innovative marketing materials and tools
that reflect the best presentation of a property and help prospective
buyers envision their new home. With a special focus towards new
media, they provide a customized digital strategy to sellers driving
increased traffic across many channels. This incomparable team also
creates exclusive resources to aid buyers and sellers in navigating
the complex real estate market in New York. Resources have included
the ‘NYC Buyers Guide’, ‘The Art of Staging’, ‘Selling an Estate’,
and Market Newsletters and blogs with current trends and topics
affecting the dynamic landscape of New York City real estate.

corcoran group real estate

2001 to present
2010-2016

 Member President’s Council and Multi-Million Dollar Club
2009-2017

Exclusive Marketing

corcoran

		

 Real Deal Top 75 Manhattan Agents
2013 - 2015

 Wall Street Journal Top 100 Nationwide
In the top 6 Teams in NYC since the ranking was created

Among the top 5 for 15 years

2001-2016

Meet the Deanna Kory
Marketing Team
Dee Dee Tiller
Marketing Director
Dee Dee creates customized marketing plans specifically
tailored to each property and provides detailed reporting on
every aspect of our marketing efforts.
Aric Boyles
New Media Director
With a focus on the digital landscape, Aric implements
new media strategies from conception to completion for
maximum online exposure.
Franklin Angeles
Executive Director
Leaving no detail overlooked, Franklin manages every
transaction, working with mortgage brokers, attorneys,
expeditors, appraisers, property managers and closing agents.

the corcoran group real estate
660 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10065
DEK@corcoran.com

The Corcoran Group is a licensed real estate broker. Owned and operated by NRT LLC.

